Conserves Marmalades Spreads Emphasis Lowered Sugar
brunei today - information department - by giving strong emphasis on the diversification of its economy
such as exploring the field of fisheries, agriculture, ... conserves, spreads • fruit-based jams and conserves •
marmalades • vegetable and fruit spreads • seafood spreads family and consumer sciences departments
- class 105: jams, conserves, marmalades and butters half-pint or pint jars recipe required - see rule #9 jams
are made from crushed fruits cooked to a smooth consistency that will mound up on a spoon but not jelly firm.
conserves are fruit mixtures of jam consistency often containing citrus. a true conserve contains nuts and
raisins. marmalades department 6 culinary arts - d38trduahtodj3oudfront - emphasis is placed on
entries with the best use of current fair theme in themed classes. see ... soft spreads use division 06a ...
preserves, conserves & marmalades • preserves are thick, the fruit is tender & plump, in uniform university
of california cooperative extension - an emphasis on preparation. good luck and have fun. rules: 1. recipes
must accompany entry form. ... marmalades and preserves sealed with paraffin will not be judged; these
products must be heat sealed (canned). ... other sweet spreads (marmalade, butter, conserves) one jar 5. fruit
one jar 6. pickles one jar 7. relishes & chutneys one jar
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